Z Fleet Navigator
Your online fleet analysis tool
Keeping accident costs under control,
tracking trends and assessing potential
risks are all critical elements in maintaining
an efficient and viable motor fleet.

Z Fleet Navigator is unique to Zurich fleet customers. This
powerful and secure web-based claims reporting and
analysis tool is part of Zurich’s Z Track system.
Z Fleet Navigator revolutionises the way customers manage
their fleet’s risks and helps keep their fleet on the road.
Powerful reports will enable monitoring, measuring,
reviewing and reporting on many areas of a fleet’s
performance – clearly and efficiently.
Fleet customers benefit from best-practice risk management.

Benefits
•

Operational savings through better risk management
controls

•

Time savings through specific and timely online
reporting

•

A wide range of standard reports, as well as the ability
to download data to allow you to complete your own
tailored reports

Features
•

View your seven-year motor claims history online at
any time

•

Analyse, review and create accident reports (in Word,
Excel or pdf formats)

•

Identify trends, opportunities and problem areas within
your motor fleet

•

Monitor claims performance at a divisional level

•

Ask our expert motor fleet Risk Engineers to assist with
data interpretation and intervention programs

Z Fleet Navigator reporting tools
Z Fleet Navigator offers you 35 reports grouped into five
categories to assist in analysing your fleet and its performance.
Summary reports: Provides the big picture of claims trends
and will assist in identifying gaps and where to focus to
minimise fleet risks.
Incident type reports: Analyses claims data by accident
type and also helps to identify problem areas and create
potential corrective measures.
Incident distribution reports: Establishes trends and
identifies problem areas by analysing claims data by time,
date and location of incidents.
Detailed reports: Provides rich data to report on individual
claims by criteria that you can specify, and is helpful in
reviewing performance by division or driver.
Benchmark reports: Analytics to compare your fleet on
a de-identified and aggregated basis.

Report formats
It is simple to save and produce print-ready reports and to
export data for merging with other databases (e.g. your
own OH&S loss reports or under excess loss reports). This
allows you to tailor data on your individual fleet in Excel
and merge it with other documents, such as Microsoft
Powerpoint presentations and Word reports.
Data are shown in tables and graphically, making trends and
patterns stand out. You can zoom in on the screen for more
detail and select a slice in time.

Zurich’s strength in fleet
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Zurich is recognised as a global leader in motor fleet
insurance across a wide range of vehicle classes. We are
successful in fleet due to our comprehensive, innovative
and leading-edge range of insurance solutions, strong
risk management capabilities and our experienced and
specialised risk engineers, underwriters and claims staff.
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More Information
For more information, please contact your
local insurance broker.

